Rosland Capital is the latest customer for exclusive, custom
legal tender coins from MTB and PAMP.
We work with a number of precious metal dealers around the world to
create exclusive, custom legal tender coins. While we never play
favorites, we’re happy to present products that highlight the well
regarded and innovative skills for which PAMP SA is world famous.

The Lady Liberty series is a great example, minted by PAMP
for Rosland Capital. PAMP is always attracted by projects where they
can utilize their artistic talents to the best advantage. Rosland Capital
is a precious metals provider based in Los Angeles, California,
specializing in premium coins and in g
 old IRAs.

Three different designs in the Lady Liberty series were created and
we think they look just beautiful. As a New Yorkbased company,
MTB naturally has a great fondness for the world’s favorite statue and
universal symbol of freedom.

Obverse
Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II by Ian RankBroadley, with frosted
finish on proofquality mirror background.
25 Dollar denomination; 2016 mintage; issued by the Solomon
Islands under the administrative supervision of the Royal Australian
Mint, an Australian Government institution.
For reference, The Solomon Islands is a member of the British
Commonwealth, the United Nations and the International Monetary
Fund. Its head of state is Queen Elizabeth II. Located NorthEast of
Australia, the Solomon Islands comprises numerous islands including
Guadalcanal, the site of bitter fighting between Japanese and US
troops, in which the US was ultimately and decisively victorious.
Reverse
Various views of the Statue of Liberty  close up with arm raised,
medium view with torch held high, upper body with elaborate pleats
and tablet of laws as seen from the Statue’s right  in 3D relief with
different frosted finishes on proofquality mirror background.

Incidentally, 2016 sees the 130th birthday of the Statue, which was
dedicated October 28, 1886. It’s also 240 years since the Declaration
of Independence was signed – 1776 – which is the date inscribed on
the tabula ansata – the votive tablet held by Lady Liberty.
The PAMP Production Process
The Lady Liberty series coins were minted in accordance with
PAMP's very high level of production with exacting quality standards.
The minting process includes the following:
 metal strips in highest quality gold are prepared
 coin blanks are cut from these strips
 each blank is carefully washed and polished
 the highest quality mirror surface blanks are selected prior to the
minting process.
Each blank is manually and individually struck 3 times to get a highly
defined, high quality result.
Prior to inserting the coins into their CertiPAMP (tamperevident
packaging & certificate), the PAMP Quality Control team check each
piece to make sure that only the highest quality pieces are packed for
distribution.
Specifications
Metal
Fineness
Weight
Diameter
Depth
Quality
Edge

Fine Gold
999.9
1/4 Troy oz.
22mm.
1.06mm.
Proof
Reeded

Packaging
Each coin is sealed inside a ‘CertiPAMP’ container (similar to
packaging for PAMPproduced gold bars). The packaging shows the
Statue design on one side, while on the other is a Certificate Number,

a statement of metal fineness, weight, and quality, together with the
PAMP hallmark and the signature of the independent assayers
accredited by the Swiss Federal Bureau for the Control of Precious
Metals (Assayer Fondeur). A PAMP plastic box is available that holds
25 of the coins, while individual coins can be supplied with an elegant
black card box shown below.
Here are some more views of the coins, showing the stylish
CertiPAMP packaging.

Marin Aleksov, CEO and founder of Rosland Capital, told me how

much he appreciates PAMP’s fine work. As he put it, “PAMP is known
in our industry to have the highest standards, and from our
experience we can say their customer service, with MTB playing a
central role, is also exceptional”.
How’s that for a customer testimonial?
If you’d like to learn more about Rosland Capital, you can connect
with Rosland Capital on LinkedIn or follow Rosland Capital on Twitter.

